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3 employees fired
for 'improprieties'
by Doug Kesseli
Staff Writer.
Three University-Of Maine
employees were 'fired Finlay
for,..a "improprieties"
discovered- during a routine
audit of the Residential Life
di ning•Seivices depattment,
university officials Sjaid,,
David Botto. Memorial
Union dining • service
manager; and two assistant
service managers, Ed
Hayward and Karen Lebel,
were-fired Friday-after noon,
said Maripiret -Nagle, director
of Public Information.
Botto and,tiebel had been
employed by the 'university
• since earls last fall, and
Hayward was ',hired in
January. • .
'Sources at the ,urviVersity
said-the three allegedly stole.
,small amounts -of. money . and
some food or drink; •
Richard Hayden. CMaine
System counsel, said he- did•
not knot 'whether further
action would be taken
against the three. •
- Scott Anchors, director of
Residential Life, said the
_three who were fired com-
posed threcJounhs of the
professional dining staff _in
the union.
"It was a significant reduc-
tion of • °staff, " Anchors
said.
The .UMaine System
Depirtment of Internal
Audits had been evaluating
the Memorial Union when it
discovered the alleged theft,
Anchors said. The audits are
made to insure "the cash
handling processes are being
handled properly," and oc-
cur every one to two years
throughout the UMaine
System, he said.
Nagle said this incident is
unrelated to last October's
dismissal of Paul Pangburn,
former ResLife coordinator
of operations, for allegedly,
Allbealding $200,000 from
petty MIA over a fisr-year
period The burn case is
still and pre-trial
res
nc ors _ jcthn
Rebstoc.k, director of Univer-
sity Dining Service. has been
working with managers in
the dining commons. Setting
up the coverage of the three
vacant positions until -new
people can be hired.
Further information about
Friday's dismissals may be
made available this week.
Nagle said.
Chinese students
boycott classes
BEIJING, China (AP) —
•bludents on Sunday paraded on •
Campuses. made speeches on
_street ,c_orncrs and 'began
organizing a nationwide boycott
• of classes to press their.
demands for democratic
reform.
. The protests in Beijing. were
organized and generally'
peaceful, but marches ,turned
s iolent Saturday in Xian and
Changsa. Rampaging mobs
looted stores, burned cars 'and
seized a government building.
Scores were-reponexl hurt.
The' unrestwas perhaps the
most violent since demonstra-
tions began April 15, %hen the
death of reformist Hu Yaobang
stirred -anti-government sen-
timents and an organized pro-
test campaign by university
7- siutitMs•
Protest leaders said students
at Beijing universities planned
to join a class boycott beginn-
• -dug -Konday and to contact
Schools nationwide to persuade
them to join.
They said the boycott was a
peaceful, legal attempt to force
.communist aitthorities to meet
with them and discuss demands
for a free press. an 'end to of-
ficial corruption and • Other
reforms.
• Many students also calkd•for
premier Li Peng's resignation
and hung posters on campus
mocking him.
The official Xinhua News
- Agency said Monday's People's
(see CHINA page ST
Parking costs may rise
Ad hoc task force recommends $65 parking fee
by Jonathan Bach
Staff Writer
It may cost more to park at the University of
Maine next semester if recommendation from-
the Ad Hoc Task Force on Parking are accepted.
The Task Force has developed seven recom-
mendations to-alleviate the parking problem on
campus.
The recommendations are included in a
54-page report which has been submitted. to
Thomas Aceto, vice president for Administration
Aceto formed the group to examine how the
university can expand parking capacity without
sacrificing commitment to safety and potential
for facility growth. He is expected to review the
report Tliesday.
Six other, recommendations from the Task
Force include;
• Increase parking permit fees, create reserve
lots, expand parking and increase services.
• Introduce graduated decal fees to minimize
multiple decal purchase or decal transfer.
• Develop a long-term parking policy after
campus-ss ide assessment.
• Reduce width of parking spaces to increase
lot capacities. •
• Enforce parking/motor vehicle rules
Uniformly throughout the year.
• Improve communication with faculty, staff,
and students on parking policies and rules.
One recommendation involves the implemen-'
tation of a Dedicated Parking Fund. The fund
establishes a fee 13 times the current fee students
pay to have their cars registered on campus.
If the Dedicated Parking Fund Proposal is tic-
(see PARKING page 3)
photo by Scott LeClair
Bill Townsend. the Maine teacher selected to participate in the Teachers-In-Space program.
peaks 'rids, about the American space program. His lecture was part of the Space Da celebra-
tion at UMaine.
'Space' teacher on hold
by Lisa. Cline
-Staff ,Writer
When the space shuttle
-Challenger exploded in 4986;
many people lost faith in the
American space program. But
not Bill Townsend. • . .„
A biology teacher at Sumn4r •
High School in Sullivan. and
the Maine teacher. selected to
participate in NASA's Teachers-
In-Space program, Townsend
•
said that despite the accident he
would still jump at the chance
to go up in space.
"I would go in an instant,"
-Tonsend told about 20 people
in Bennett Hall Friday after-
noon. "My only question would
be. 'Do I have time to pack?' "
But any such opportunity is
three to four years away, he
said, as NASA officials have
put the Teachers-In-Space pro-
gram on hold.
•
He said NASA has declared
the space shuttle to be on test -
flight status for the time being.
One of about 55,000 teachers
from across the country to app-
ly to the Tfachers-In-Space Pro-
gram in 0185, Townsend said he
was among the final 25 can-
didates being considered to be
the first common citizen in
space.
- New Hampshire •school
(see TEACHER page 10)
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iOPEN ronuig
ee
THE CONCERT PARK/ASSEMBLY AREA_COMMITTEE
INVITES YOUR FEEDBACK AND PARTICIPATION
, AT AN
OPEN rORITIE ON
TIMRSDAY, APRIL 27TEE
From 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
in 309 Shibles Hall
The discussion will involve a propoSSI 16 create a penna' nent
concrete park/assembly area designed for specific events such
as large outdoor concerts, barbecues-picnics. organizational,
events, and alumni reunions.
WE NEED TOUR INPUT!!
PLEABZ %MIN US! .
r
LEARN ABOUT CAREERS IN: rE• _
1 1
•
TV PRODUCTION r
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
r:
r:
NATURAL .RESOURCES
.r
Three UMAINE ALUMNI will talk about
their careers and answer questions:
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 at 10:00 a.m.
MEMORIAL UNION
Is
Sponord by the MAINE MENTOR PROGRAM,
CAREER CENTER.
F,
News Briefs
Soviet space exploration criticized
MOSCOW (AP) — Soviets once
in the streets to celebrate t -7'
......country's space successes, -hailed the
party as proof of the superiority of
socialism.
But with chronic shortages of
everything from toothpaste to hous- _
init. the cheers are now drowned out
by calls to spend available rubles on
Earth.
The Sos iet space program has
becOnte the latest target of criticism
as President Mikhail 'S. Gorbachev's
policy of "glasnost," or openness,'
unleashes long-suppressed -public
complaints:
Untold of rubles were spent
to put the first Sputnik satellite in or-
bit in l97, to make Yuri G:agarin the
first man in space in1961. and to‘.
achieve other space feats
On April 12, the anniversary of
Gagarin's flight 7.ro-- Vastok-1, a
newspaper recalled how Soviets'
celebrated the news by -singing and
dancing through the streets.
• But more than 31 years after Sput-
nik circled the globe, Soviet space ea-
-- ploration has not realized the predic
lion of rocket pioneer Konstantin
• Tsiolkcnsky, who said' harnessing the
cosmos would bring "mountains of
bread and enormous power" to those
who Mastered it.
Soviets began soul-searching about'
space expenses after a series of pro-.
bleats with their countrs's space pro- .
gram. The problems coincide with of-
ficial pressure. to cut a S162 billion
budget deficit and .grow ing impa-
tience with shortages-. of food, con-
sumer -goods and housing.
Service to be held for Iowa crewmen -
NORFOLK. Va. (AP) — Relatis-es
and friends of the J.600 crewmen of•
the LISS Iowa, the battleship scarred
in -a blast that killed 47, sailors,
folk Naval
Base -to await the. ship's arrival. •
The 'explosion-Wednesday flashed
through the Iowa's No. 2 gun turret,
which extends six decks down into the
ship. There were 11 survivors inside
the turret, all on the lowest • deck
loading- powder from the ship's
magazines, the Navy said.
Churches. thtoughout the area
dedicated prayers Sunday morning to
the families Oflossa crewmat -
"We have lost 47 of our number in
a tragic way," said Cmdr. John 1.1
Fitzgerald.a chaplain, in a seriice at
• the Norfolk 'Naval Air Station. "Out
faith helps us to handle what science
cannot -answer. the mystery of
death. "
A red rose, a sellow_ribbon with the •
number 47 on it and a book contain-
ing the names'of the dead .were taken
to the altar. .
Fitzgerald said the Iowa 'treed)
and that of a recently lost Soviet sub-
marine "put.political differences aside
Via unite the • human family as
.On Monsias morning. President
_Bush will lead a memorial service in
71411b& hangai.t hat can accommodate
3.000 people.
Wright' d oil investments to be probed
- WASHINGTON (4P)— The
House ethics committee investigation
of Speaker Jim Wright moves to San.
Antonio this week, where panel.
members will interview the Texas
businessmen involved in an oil well in-
vestment the netted large profits for •
the blind trust held for the embattl-
ed Democratic lawmaker. .
Two committee members and panel
investigators reportedly will spend
three days in-Texas, beginning Mon- -
day, to interview San Antonio-finan-
cier 'Morris, Jaffe; his business
associate and son, M.D. (Doug) Jaffe
Jr.. and two others iniolved inthe oil
well deal.
At the same time, Wrighi's lawyer
in Washington. William C. Oldaker,
is expectedto continue negotiations
with the ethics committee's special
outside counsel, Richard...I_
over a tillietable for the speakers per-
sonal appearance before the panel.
The ethics.panel — officially the
- Committee on Standards of Official
Conduct -- charged • Wright with 69
instances of violating HoUse rules in
his dealings - with Fort Worth
developer George MalliCk, and
evading limits of outside income
'through bulk sales of a book
authorized by the speaker.•
Downey: Verbal assaults on gays
are product of earlier encounter
SAN FRANCISCO(AP) -- Televi-
sion talk show hOst Morton Downey
Ji. said in an 'interview that his ver-
bal asiaults on gays were caused by
a homosexual approach by a doctor
when he was 12 years old.
truatelevisits-n interview to be aired .
Thursday, Downes also backed assay
from the verbal gay-bashing that in
part led to local cancellation of the
"Morton Downey Jr." show. -
. "I won't make a blanket indictment
a any group ever again in my
•
•
said Downey, who offered to tape.
television spots decrying violence to
gays.
Downey, interviewed by KPIX-TV
via satellite from New York. said he
began counseling seven months ago
and has learned to be more
understanding of people with differ-
ing lifestyles.
He said he has at least 20 gay
friends with AIDS "who I will bury"
— including his own brother. 
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•Parking  
cepted by Aceto, it would cost students at the University of
Maine $65 annually ($6.50 a month for the. 10-month academic
year) to park on campus. The $65 fee would be in effect for
he .next four. years. • -•
Jeanne Ma. directOr oTTatilities'Planning and chair of the
Talk Force...said the current decal fee is not enough to cover
• the costs•to add more parking spaces and facilities.
"The revenue frciM decals (and parking tichiett)iS-3100.000.
ii ço'ts $55,000 alone, for the changes ,we made co the Stewart
and Alfond lots," she said.
_ Ma said the current fee doesn't- leave much revet• inc_to do
anything else.- • •
• "The (Dedicated Parking Fund) would allow us to do a bet:
ter job, ". she said. •
- Revenue raised from the: Dalicated Parking Fund will pay
for the creation of 1.0.0Q spaces. (at 'a cost of $891,56)) at five
sites: Penobscot /Stodder. Sawyer Environmental Research
. C'entcr.. Farm Buildings (near the Maine Center for the Arts),
- JennessiMurray, and East Annex. ,
The fee would also provide funds tor lighting. securits. and
enforcement technology. Ma said. .
"Right now theri is only one person who •is enforcing the
parking regulations,— She said. • • i •
-•
Tony-one percent of the rcscrioc raised from the hind would
go towards enforcement w hich Ma said wouldbe helped hs
. records that coyld be kept on computers.
The breakdown of the. Dedicated Parking Fund.
• $27 for enforcement
. • SI9 for constructiOn of 1,000 new paved parking spaces
S7 for lighting, landscaping, and walkwass
• S5 -for the registration decal
• $3.50 for maintenance '
• $3.50 ft'•:- interest on a four-year construction:loan
he.Task Force also identified II potential parking expan-
sion sites totaling .2.370 spaces. The construction cost for these
--top tinority sites it 31.1 ---:----
:'As a corrimunitY, we have to look at parking in relation to
. our saluesabout other lant.-use issues- and ask OliffsehrtS, What
is an• acceptable tradeoff in or ier to have the kind of parking
- we can live with'- - Ma said.
- 4
(continued from page one)
File photo
Rows of cars fill parking lots across from the Maine (enter for the Arts and behind Shibles
Hall. %tore than 500 new students 'are expected to attend the t nisersit, of Maine' nest semster,
prompting the Ad Hoc Task Force on Parking to desist seven recommendations to allesiate the
problem. A public hearinton the recommendations *ill be held Wednesdas. Alas 3, from noon
- 2 p.m. in the North Lows room in the Memorial l nion.
-
Read the sports -pages of the Daily
Mainle Campus and be on-top of ;
all University of Maine sports action.
New Student
L. Gnter will be constructed in the hope olgiving
students an adequate place to gather,
socialize, entertain: the focal point for the
out-of-classroom student life
experience. This building
be-created with the sole
intention of catering to our -1
- I -
Student
C,enter at comparable siz-----44ou vote
the •YES, then you insure that
thsiversity
of Calgary, UMaine receives such a place.
student
population
of
16,000 at
needs, and 'designed to the -
most modern of standards, as
found in other universities of
• --;
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A
STUDENT
REFERENDUM
Tuesday April 2
WHAT EVER YOUR OPINION
YOUR VOTE COUNTS
VOTING PLACES:
ON CAMPUS STUDENTS - In your commons 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. & 4 to 6p.
OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS - Memorial Union 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. ti
BANGOR CAMPUS - Commons 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. & 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.
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Officials: Bomb th1eats creating try wolf' attitudes
by steven Pappas felt the same He said, though, professors who opt this semester is "a dangerous game to
Staff Writer ' Rice said he never gave the threat a se- to continue classes in a threatening situa- play." '
cond thought until the student accused tion are "open to liability." More than 2$ bomb threats have been
In recent !mars, the univershv has been ' him of neglecting public safety, Paralegals* at Student Legal Services called in so far this semester, about 6
plagued by an abundant nc-nber cf
bomb threats. These. threats, •which we . bui
becoming more frequent, are creating a . becau
"cry wolr' attitude that has sonic pen- was, an
pie concerned for public safety., . shouldn't
Ed Rice, a-journalism ,instructor, saij.
teaches a:nlass communication (lass n William
Little Hall at 8 a.m. twice a weck.. with1 he UMai
On Thursday, Little Hall was targeted Safety, said the uh
by, an. anonmous caller for a hon.b ' protocol for bomb
threat. Rice. who had a guest spealoT ' Evacuation proc
that morning, informed his class-af vie and recommended un
threat. but told students he and tl c It% - umstances, he said. .
turer would remain. Whether a building is 
t14ass, a student. conronte 
.
After ,cl t ,1
. .  
deciends on the wording of t
i mkict and reminded him of the recen— For reasons of public safety a
mid-Western K-Mart bombing, ikwhich. university's wçlI.being, Laughlin
a bomb hidden in a box exploded after not elaborate.
the box was Moved, by a young girl.
Rice later questioned his and other
professors' judgments in remaining in- 4r.
*oat a building that" Is under bomb 
th  • - 4(
s angry at my own arrogance at ,
class disrupted at that very •
Rice said. "It was ar-
-
.4(
number of people with ulteriisr .1(
motives." 
••■••••••••.
About 150,000 people joined Saturday \
in once of the biggest protests in Corn- \
mums! China's 40-year history, holding
a I5-hour rally at Beijing's Tianannien
Square. Authorities allowed the protest
to unfold, but students alleged Sunday
that police beat several and injured one
seriously:
Worse violence was reported Saturday
in Xian and Changiha. The state:run
Xinhua . News Agency said rioters
Xian, a popular, tourist city; and capital
Of-northwestern China's Shaanxi pro- •
vince, forced their way into the provin-
cial government compound andburned _-
buildings and vehicles. - -
It said 130 security officers were in-
jured and 18 people were arrested.:
Xinhua said the melee began after
students who had been mourning Hu
left the scene.
A student contacted by telephone said -
at least 30 people- were arrested.,
- Another student, speaking on condi-
tion Of anonysnity, saw about 50 youths. ,
began -ripping limbs off trees and
throwing anything they could." in-
cluding rocks, at a truck of secur#y
forces. He sa—id hundreds of armed
security forces in riot sear closed off the
area by nightfall. 
• •
In Changsha, the capital of Hu's
home province of Hunan, rioters looted
28 shops, Xinhua said. It said an.
unspecified number of police were in-
jured. one seriously, and about 100 peo-
ple were arrested. •
No deaths were reported in. either riot.
Foreign sources in Changsha said
about 1,000 students from .ilunan
University had marched to provincial
government headquarters in memory of
Hu. The cOmandeered a truck and a bus
on the way.
But thousands of young street toughs
joined the marchers and began breaking
store windows, t e sourt.es, xaid. 
flid when nine trucks of Security forces
appeared.
i'What would have happened f that
rig had blown up? After, 1 felt guilt
I didn't know what the protocol
that student reminded me you
Ice any threat casually," he
lin, an investigator
Departinent of Public-
rsity has no formal
-ares.
es arc required
different cir-
evacuaied
threat.
4 the
"I v.
has mg
moment.'
rogance in h
to see the op
rested." -
He laid he
sense that I did not want
unity for learning ar-
thoutt other professors
•China
Acontiaued from ge one
Daily newspaper contained a F.o men-
tary that warned: -Social turmoilcan
only do good to an extremely siaall
*
d
determined recently that if a bomb were
to explode during a public bomb threat,
there would be a question of liability.
They' said, however, that there are "no
clear cut answer's; a court would have to
decide."
Rice said if he had known he could be
"held -liable for the lives of srudfnt 
dangerous situation he would have had
his class evacuated. . •
"I plead guilty to ignorance. 1. only
. reacted to my anger." he said.
Laughlin said liability is certainly a
_ :factor, adding -those are hard decisions,
and they are made at a much higher
level."
Officials-øt theUMaille Department
of Public Safety said the rash of threats
more than last year at the same time, of-
ficials said.
John Gray, assistant director of public
safety, said using the telephone as a
weapon is only depriving students from
learning and professors from teaching.
..There are a lot of ,irate students and
prOfessoo out  there." 
Although psychologists are reluctant
to correlate tests and stress with bomb'
threats, they say it is a possibility.
Thisyear, to eliminate the problem of
bomb threats during finals week, the
UMaine Registrar's office is developing
an alternate schedule for test periods.
The alternate locations will be kept
secret unless a bomb threat is issued, an
aid to "the registrar said.
(
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Outstanding Student kwards Present
.-)trest Speaker
Thursday Apnl 27
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-900-1030 B
.00lo on Gatily's
Saturday April 29
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l5 Steam plant parking lot
Blue and %bite Squads
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Champagne Toast
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Tuesday May 2
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Den from 900100
Band Just the Facts
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Rand Carol and the Charmers Win 900-1:00
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Rooms Aliailable at a Discounted Race
friday May 12
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Person to Person
The Bus:
The tRenegades
-taboteeiteak dinner
Tit:00
• Please take the buses - schedule available-at the booth in the UniOn
" • All highlighted information • tickets available In the Union'
)
Or'
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THE UMAINE
UDENT ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION.
itJti
STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS
PAST...PRESENT...FUTURE
DID YOU KNOW:
•WE DO SURVIVAL KITS
•WE PAINT BEAR PAWS
•WE SAVED MAINE DAY
•WE WANT YOU!!
FIND OUT MORE
CROSSLAND ALUMNI CENTER
(NEXT TO SIGMA NU)
WEDNESDAYS 6:00 P.M.
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`Musical' perfection
by. Christina koliander
Staff Writer
Members of the audience left the
,atiditorium tapping their feet and •
_bumming tunes from the musical
"42nd Street," performed at thc
Maine Center for the Arts at. the
University- of Maine this past
weekend.
veryont invotsW-in the musical
can be considered a lead, since exist--
members danced and tapped their
was around the stage to such favorites
as "Lullaby of Broadway," "We're
in the Money" and the tide song,
"42nd Street."
1 he story line is the genre of a play
within a play. Peggy Sawyer, played
by Mary Lou Barber, is from Allen-
town. Pi., and has come to 42nd
Street ,to find her fame and fortune
on Broadway_
Jonathan Beck Reed, in the part of
• director Julian Marsh, was by far the
best iCtor. He-is the one whci gi
Peggy her break in show business and
must deal with the brash and dernan-
- ding star of "Pretty Lady."
Dorothy - Brock, played by
Neal
Dorothy is accompanied to every .
rehearsal hs her "sugar daddy,"
Abner 13illion, who has invested
money in the play. The part of Dillion
was played by the fumy a 'Anthony
Jordane
...Dorothy's loser on the side was
played by Richard S.pringle.
'During the drrss rehearsal of "Pret-
ty 'Cady." Dorothy breaks her ankle
-•
and blames Peggy, Furious, Julian
fires Peggy. But he later realizes he
can sive his play from failure if he
hires ho back and has her play the
lead.
After 36 hours of rehearsing, Peggy
gives a flawless performance, which
proves to herself that she does belong
on Broadway.
The best aspect of the play wasthe
tap dancing of the cast. It was clear
the cast members were all accomplish-
ed dancers and it was very impressive
to see the choreography performed so
well.
While the female leads were danc-
ed to perfection, their singing seem-
ed to be strained and was disappoin-
ting. Barber tap danced beautifully.
Yet the singing part seemed to be too 
high for her range.
The 1940s costumes in the play
were ver, colorful and looked •
historical!) accurate.
The scene changes were flawless,
With some songs continuing into the
next one
These were mans excellent and
flawless scene' in the plas, hut best of
all was the singing and dancing of the
song "We're In the Monev. " which
was the finale of the first act.
An ohs ious fasorite of the erowd
was the ensemble cast singing
"Lullaby of Broadway. " The au-
dience clapped endlessly when the
song was over. -
• It, seemed as if the people leaving
Hutchins Concert Hall this weekend
believe st they could be like Peggy.
Sawyer. Maybe they too could make •
it on Broadway
Students, faculty members
honored for achievements
ogorio, Maine -- University of
Maine _faculty anti students were
recognized for out standing service and
academic achiesement at the 29th annual
Scholastic Honor Societies Banquet held
Tuesday.
. The 1989. Presidential Public ,Service
Awardwent to David F. Wihry, associate
professor of economics and coordinator
of the •Task Force on Social- Science
Research; and William J. Baker, receiv-
ed this year's Presidential Research and,
Creative Achiesement Award.
• Fred B. Knight, dean of the College
of Forest Resources and Dwight
Demeritt. professor of forestry, receiv-
ed the Alumni Distinguished Professor
Award.
Wihry,--who jOined UMaine in 1969,
was cited for his service and leadership
on policy-making bodies in the area of
hospital finance, including the Maine
Health Facilitiear---Cost Review Board
_frcm_177943.__and as ashajter Meniter
and first chairpersab of the Maine
Health Care Finance Commission.
Baker, a faculty member. since 1970,
was resEoghized for his pioneeringcon-
tributions -to the field of sports history,
and for. his • research and writing, in:
chiding eight books and major addresses
at national and international
conferences.
Knight was honored for a distinguish-
Cd career it the university, beginning in
1972, for his scholarship and seryiecto
his profession, his enthusiasm fot and
excellenet in teaching, and his dedication
to students.
The author of more than 100 scientific
papers, Knight has an extensive record
of public and professional service, in-
cluding participation' in scientific ex-
change programs with China and the
Soviet Union and. membership on
numerous panels of , professional
'societies, the National 'Academy of
Sciences and 'the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.
Student awards presented were, _
• Robert B. Thompson Honors Award
• to the top juniors in. the the political
.._-_acience honors program: Veronia L.
Munsey, Topsham; and Randy L. Robin-
son, Bangor.,
\• Steinmetz Book Award to the
• oastanding student in first-year honon
.progtarn-serninars: Tracey Richardson,
Augusta.
• Merna Monroe Alpha Beta Chapter_
Of Omicron Nu Scholarship to-Otitstati-
ding students in the Schii61 of Human
Development: Cynthia Marston, former-
ly of Fairfield, now living in Old Town;
and Molly Moody Old Town.
• Velma K. Oliver Award, Phi Kappa
Phi, tO the top ranked sophomore stu-
dent at the awl of three semesters: Wen-
dy JO Shorey Searsport.
• Phi Kappa Phi Freshman Awards to
the highest ranking freshmen from
• Maine High Schools, spring, 1989: Julia
A. Johnson, Auburn; Scott C. Neale,
Topsham; David E. Harvey, Kennebunk;
Paul G. Simpson, Bar Harbor; Rebecca
.R. SmalL Readliskt_Piststa A. RosebUsbr,`
Orono; and Adam R. Hicks, Eastport.
' Robert L. Woodbury, chancellor of
the UMaine System, was guest speaker
at the -event.,His topic was "Dimensions
of International Education."
aTviDayyenti brt
It we. were to assure ihe right of people to take up their abode
in ness lands. but not secure the well-being and dignitv of those
who remain.
If we were to end a single genocide but not stop the wars that kill
people as we sit here.
It we were to end those blood\, wars but not disarm the nations.
If we were to. disarm the nations but not _pre‘ent some people twin
„ starving-whik others 'wallowed in kncury.
If we. were lo make sure that no man starved but were at to' free
the daring 'poets from -their Wk.
If We were to free the poets from their jails but not train people's
minds se that thev could understand the poets.
' • e
inve *ere to educate all 'pt;ople undersiand the poets bur not
teach the people to share in the human communitv
For the freedom we seek is a freedom from bloodshed as well as a
 frdôns from tyrants. It is a incumbent upon us not onl‘ to remember
'in iears the evildoing of the t‘rants and the blood of the prophets
and martyrs.'but to end the letting of humanit‘'s blood
Next open meeting
ruesbay, ApttiT 25 at 3 : 1 5 p.m.
Hillcl Officc, BascmeNt HaNcock Hall.
•
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Sports
UMaine baseball's winning streak at 13
From staff reports
The University of Maine
baseball team won its 13th
straight win with a convincing
18-9 triumph over the Universi-
ty of New Hampshire Sunday in
Durham.
This completed a three-game
sweep of the Wildcats, which
upped UMaineN record to 11-19.
9-0 in the ECAC New England
conference.
The Black Bears will host
three small, in-state schools this
UMaine
week before traveling over the
weekend.
Colby College, the Universi-
ty of.Southern Maine and St.
...Joseph's College will come to
Orono Monday through
Wednesday' before UMaine
.travels to Hanover. N.H. to face
Dartmouth College Friday.
Head Coach _John Winkin's
team will then return to the
ECAC for three games with the
University of Vermont in
Burlington.
Saturday, UMaine swept a
doubleheader from UNH as the
isitors rallied for four runs in
the top of the seventh inning for
a 6-4 win in the second game_
Game one wasn't a problem
as freshman Mike D'Andrea
went the distance, allowing pne
run on four hits, and UMaine
won 4-1
All of L.Maine's runs in the
second game came in the final
two innings as Craig Ender and
Mike Delucia each hit their first
photo tts Brian Campbell
freshman Tim Scott scores a run against Hartford miler hi die meson while Mark
Sweene watches. Scott did not pla, this weekend due to illness, wit& Sweetie. npped Rhode
bland for four hits Frida and USN for a home run saturdp.
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Campus 41-1 rights resersed
home rims of the season to give
the Black Bears an over-.500
record for the first time
The Wildcats' pitching duo
of Rob Carpenter, 2-3. and
Scott MacDonald could not
• hold a 4-0 lead.
Starter Ben Burlingame
lasted only to the fourth inning,
with Jim Dillion, 3-2, corning in
-relief and shutting down UNH
until Mike LeBlanc came in the
seventh inning for the save.
In the first game, Mark
Sweeney led L.:Maine with his
fifth homer of the season as the
Black Bears scored seven runs
the final four innings to break '
a 1-1 tie.
D'Andrea raised his record tri
5-2 on the year, while UNH't—
Joe Teixeira fell to 3-2.
Friday in Kingston. UMaine
bless 'Rhode Island away 18-2 as
Sweeney went four-for-four to
lead a I9-hit attack.
Scott Hutchinson drove in
four runs and Gary Taylor three
as the Black Bears scored II
runs in the first four innings
and never looked back..
Ed Therrien won his second
game of the season against five
losses with seven innings of
eight-hit, two-run baseball. _
Andy Hartung and DeLucia
each added three hits for
UMaine.
owthaintro.,
photo by been Campbell
reshman pitcher %like 11' Andrea won his fifth game Saturclas
against the t nisersits of %et+ Hampshire 8-1. Ilse Black Bears
!lase now %%Oil 13 straight games in improsing their record ill
21-19.
NFL draft showcased
teams looking for help
NEWYORK (AP) — The
first round of Sunday's NFL
draft was a simple matter for
the league's downtrodden,
who grabbed the top eight
players and hoped they
would work instant miracles-.
For some Super Bowl
hopefuls, however, it was a
chance to trade and hope for
a quick fix.
Starting with Troy
Aikman, the UCLA quarter-
back signed last week by.
Dallas for $11.2 million over
six years, the first eight picks
were no surprises-players
who can provide instant
oomph to the downtrodden.
It was so predictable, it took
just 20 minutes for the first
six players to be chosen, a
process that has sometimes
taken more than an hour.
Meanwhile, Cleveland,
which barely missed goung
to the Super Bowl in 1986
and 1987, was wheeling and
dealing in an effort to final-
ly get there. • So was
Washington, the 1987 cham-
pion but 7-9 last year.
The Browns moved up
from 20th to 13th in the first
round in a trade with Denver
to snare Eric Metcalf, the
speedy running back they
needed. Then they traded
away their first-rounder next
season to ' take 6-foot-4,
233-pound wide receiver
Lawyer Tillman of Auburn.
whom they see as a tight end
in the mold of an aging Oz-
zie Newsome_
"Our efforts are devoted
to coming out of this draft•
wilt a couple of great
players,'" said general
manager Ernie Accorsi, ob-
Siously believing he got
them.
A few minutes after
Cleveland's second trade, the
Reskins made their move-
one characteristic of a team
that had just three No. I
picks in 19 years. They trad-
ed aatay next year's top pick
along with this year's second
tor Gerald Riggs, Atlanta's
28-yeac-Old: ... eight-year
running.
The Skink-fill° also were--
trying for Cleveland's
Earnest Byner, hope Riggs,
who has a lot of mileage on
him, will be able to fill for a
year or two.the need for a
heavy-duty running back-An--
their one-back systcm. -
The team that may have
gotten the biggest boost
from the draft was Miami,
ichoosing ninth.
__LAThe Dolphins got two.
players considered before the -
draft to be in the top dozen.
Both were local products-
running back Sammie Smith
of Florida State and safety
Lot*
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Dan Bustard
Just a few
questions
Here we all were On this not-so-fine
spring weekend, all alone.
There is nothing going on.
No a peep from the baseball field.
not so Much as a sound from the soft
hall diamond. -Tennis got snowed out
(a snow out on April 22 - nowhere
else but in Maine), track was off to
the south. Nothing.
Vs.hat Was that noise, eoming from
somewhere off to the left of the gym?
It was the shouts, grunts and
groans of spring football.
let's face it, if there is anyone out
there thinking of anything else besides
the summer and finding a job, up-
coming finals and either .a place to
live next fall or graduation, then I
would suggest one of three things:
I) Get your head examined.
2) NOu must be flunking out_.or
something; or •
3) You are an athlete.
And there is few more curious
athletes than the spring football
player .
here else can you earn a starting
role on a learn several months in.ad-
vancc, with a summer break
in between"
As was walking out of the Cam-
p fa Sir i.rday (yes, even bad colum-
ni' c ha e ,o do some work on the
weekend . 1 leard their voices.
• -And yui ,now what they were
saying? .
What's up Tom?
Well not Aiictly, but there is a
new ncss surrounding new coach Tom
Lichtenberg an.' just whathe will do
with the foo,'.ali program after spen-
ding years at ;he tide of Earle Bruce
in the world 91 big time college
foot hall.
I have a few qu.st.ons for TOM. but
the can't be ans* Ted now. They can
on I) be handlecl-t--xi fall,- when the
eves of this school . tit. this state will
see what this man in do.
So, litleitiOtt -numb I: Wit?-play-
ing on a field. that has been describ-
ed kindly as inadequak and harshly
as ridiculous haattier .7.01 r team's
performances' -
Question numbce2: lock has
done alright by our stanuards, but
Bruce .favored the tiinning gam • more
.than passing the pigskin. If tin: gs go
well With .Carl Smith & Co. i t
backfield next .season, will yos
this?
Question number 3: Will the piss
depict you as the man who continu d
the Upsurge in the UMaine prograi i •
and as an intelligent man who has i
sense of humor and a warming smilo;
or will the press paint you as an out-
,
sidcr who was brought in by this
lovable administration and didn't do
the Job?
 4.e QUESTIONS page ii)
Men's track easily wins state
college meet at Colby College
'by Dan Bastard
Staff 'Writer
•
It was an ifaii y win reit' thAraivetsity.
of Maine men's track team at the state
•• college meet Saturday as the Black Bears
'easily outdistanced Bates College for the
titk
Led AryKC__ Lai ham's wins in the
100-meter and 200-meter dashes and a
strong outing from Dave Johnson in the
jumping events, UMaine totaled 97
points to Bates' 65-
Colby College of Waterville, the host
school, was third with 29 points while
Bowdoin College fourth with 26.
Bates started off strong by taking the
top three places inite first event, the
hammer throw, but UMaine matched it
with the top three in the high jump and
went on to pull away.
This marked the ninth consecutive win
(or UMaine and its 12th in the last 13
years.
Bowdoin (1980) was the last school
other than UMaine to win the meet.
Head Coach Jim Ballinger said he
thought Bates would be a little tougher
to defeat
"They (Bates) were missing some of
their distanCe runners," Ballinger said,
"but I haven't seen any of ftleir results
this spring. I guessed based on what they
did in cross country and indoor
track."
- Bates finished second to UMaine in
the slate indoor meet earlier in the year.
the Black Bears gathered II first-
place finishes, good for 55 of their 97
, points-
Latham and Mike Norman raced to
the end in the 200-meter dash, with Ball-
inger seeing it as dead heat, but officials
gave the win to Latham for his time of
22.2 seconds.
"I've never seen a closer finish,'
Ballinger said.._!,but.tho did not have
electronic timing. I don't see how they
gave that to Latham."
Latham was chosen by the press for
the Hillman Award, which is given to the
outstanding track participant in the
meet.
Bates's Wayne Goodrich, who won the
hammer throw, discus and shot put, was
given the Tootel Award as the outstan-
ding field athlete.
The only record set in the cold weather
Was by UMaines Pat O'Malley, whose
time of 31:34.5 in the 10,000 meters was
3.82 seconds better than the previous
mark. •
Johnson did his damage with two
firsts (triple jump-43' 6-, long jump-21'-
37) and a second in the high jump.
Tom Green won the pole s-ault with an
effort of 14'. while Ballinger was also
happy with John Lane and Mike Mar-
sanskis, who both cleared 13'.
Jeff Young, coinpeting in his second
meet since coming off several foot in-
juries during the winter, won the 5,000
meters in .16:23.
"Jeff has been able to run, but only
,edistance, " Ballinger said. "He usually
Jackson, Royals pummel
BOSTON (AP) — Bo Jackson's two-
run homer highlighted a 17-hit attack Chicago Cubs 4-2.
and ,Charlie Leibrandt pitched a five- Calvin Schiraldi, 1-1, walked Tim
hitter as the Kansas City Royals routed Teufel leading off the eighth and
the Boston Red Sox 10-0 Sunday. McReynolds followed with a homer with
The Royals hit seven doubles, in- two. outs in the inning.
cluding three by Bob Boone, and stole Rick Aguilera, 1-0, pitched two inn-
two bases. ings of hitless relief for the victory.
I eibrandt. 1-2, allowed five singles in Andre Dawson gave the Cubs a 2-0
his 13th career shutout. He struck oat lead with his 300th career home run in
-four and walked none. the seventh inning off Ron Darling, who
The Royals pounded Wes Gardner, pitched seven innings and allowed seven
0-1, for eight hits and six runs in 32./i in. hits.
flings. They then tagged Mike Smithson Cubs starter Paul Kilgus allowed six
for seven hits and three more runs in .2 hits and one run in six-plus innings.
1 3 innings.
leading the New York Met% past the
.+11.
Yankees 5, Indians 0
Orioles .3, 'DOSS 0 CLEVELAND(AP) — Andy
BALTIMORE (AP) — Rookie Bob Hawkins pitched two-hit ball for 7 i in-
Milacki pitched a three-hitter and the nnings and Mel Hall snapped a scoreless
. Baltimore Orioles beat the Minnesota tie with a two-run double in the sixth in-
Twins 3-0 Sunday. ning Sunday as the New York Yankees
The Orioles movedinto first place on beat the Cleveland Indians 5-0.
-Saturday night, the first time they had- Dave Righetti finished with one-hit
been on top since May II, 1985. relief.
Milacki, I-1, faced the minimum 27-  Hall hit -a bases-loaded- double off
batters and threw 100 pitches. He struck John Farrell, 0-1. •
out three, walked two and was helped by Hawkins, 2-2, gave up a single to Jerry
four double plays. Browne leading off the fourth and a
Baltimore got the only run it needed single to Luis Aguayo with two outs in
when Mickey Tettleton homcred in the the eighth.. Righetti walked a batter to
second inning. load the bases before striking out Joe
The Orioles added two unearned runs. Carter to end the eighth.
- in the fifth inning off Shane Rawley, 11-2.•
Brady Anderson led off with a triple and •
one out later, mike —Devereaux hit a
• grounder. Second baseman Wall)
Back man's throw to the plate arrived in
time, but Anderson knocked the ball out
of the glove of catcher Tim Laudner.,
Mets 4, Cubs 2
NEW YORK (AP) Toni.Glavine, 3-0, allowed eight hits
McReynolds hit a two-run, go-ahead in 62?) innings, struck out four and walk-
homer -4n--the--eighth inning Sunday,-----ed two,
Braves 9, Padres 4
ATLANTA (AP) — Dale Murphy
drove in six runs with four hits Sunday,
leading the Atlanta Braves past the San
Diego Padres 9-4.
Murphy hit a two-run homer in the
third, a two-run single in the sixth and
a two-run double in the eighth.
does the 800 and 1,500 meters, but he
hasn't done any speed work. I put him
in the 5,000 last week for the first
time. "
Latham's I0.8-second 100-meter dash
earned him his second individual first,
along with a 4X100 meter relay win (44
seconds) where he teamed with Scott
Woodcock, Thayer Redman and
Norman.
UMaine's opponents can be thankful
for the absence of Carl Smith. who took
part in the football scrimmage Saturday.
"We probably would have had some
more points if Carl had been there,"
Ballinger said.
Norman won the 400 meters in 50.9
seconds, while John Kachrnar took the
110-meter high hurdles with a time of
15.5 seconds.
In the field events, Ken LeVasseur won
the javelin (174") and finished second in
the discus to go with Jim St. Pierre's se-
cond place in the shot put.
Ballinger also pointed to other per-
formers who may not have won an event
but helped put UMaine in first place.
Marsanskis grabbed second in the
long jump, third in the high jump and
fourth in the 'pole vault, while Mark
Snow finished second in the
steeplechase.
"After the hammer throw, we didn't
lose any point to Bates in big
chunks," Ballinger said. "We just kept
on gradually piling up points."
Boston 10-0
Atlanta scored three runs in the first
„off Dennis Rasmussen, 1-3. Gerald Perry
hit a two-run homer and Jeff Treadway
hit a run-scoring single.
In the third, Perry walked and Mur-
phy hit his third homer of the season for
a 5-1 lead.
Pirates 6, Phillies 4
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Bobby
Bonilla's two-run homer in the eighth in-
ning capped Pittsburgh's come-from-
behind rally as thc Pftates beat the
Philadelphia Phillics 6-4 Sunday.
Philadelphia led 4-0 before Pittsburgh
scored three runs in the sixth and three
in the eighth.
Singles by pinch-hitter John
Cangelosi, Jose Lind and R.J. Reynolds
in the sixth scored a run and chased
starter Larry McWilliams.
Ricky Jordan misplayed Ronilla's
grounder to first, allowing a second run
to score and Barry bonds followed with
a run-scoring ground out.
Athletics 2, Angels 0
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — Mike
Moore scattered three singles in 72vi in-
nings and the Oakland Athletics got past
the California Angels 2-0.
Moore, 2-1, struck out five, walked
two and allowed only three singles by
Claudell Washington.
Moore left with two outs and nobody
on base in the eighth with Washington
at the plate and Oakland leading 1-0.
Left-hander Rick Honeycutt retired the
left-handed Washington on a grounder.
Honeycutt got two outs in the ninth
before walking Wally Joyner. Dennis
Eckersley got Chili Davis on a grounder
for his sixth save.
(see BASEBALL on page, 14)
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teac her _..chtimaAdcAulif re was
ultimatelyeiiTolfnake the flight.
The space shuttle Challenger es-
ploded..7.5 secands.aftcr take-off on
Jan. 29. 1986, killing McAuliffe and
six NASA astronauts. •
Townsend said several safety
features.inchidinn ts.-sea have
been added to the U.S. space shut I/
- since the ill-fated launch.
.  There was a "bad-luck factor"
votved.with the Challenger flight, he
said. The soli' rocket booster burn
cd through at the only spot that could
have led to such a disaster.
• Zownsendsaid it NaS unlikely that,'
the crew members survised the explo-
sion and were aware of their fate -
-They could have been alive but
were probably not aware of .shat was
happening." he -Said.
According, to the official tapes of '
the--accident, Townsend -said
Challenger pilot. Michael J. Smith was
recorded saying ...tin oh."
--But Townsend explained- that
'Smith's training as ifiastronaUtgase
him -double the reaction time of the
average person:"
Townsend said, howeser. that if the
$2.Tt% members svere, its-are of - what'
was going on. isheir ii:01116011311eSS.
. would have lasted no longer than .8 -
seconds: After that time, he said, they
would have passed out.
Townsend spate-Friday as part of
the Space Day- celebration- at the
Lnivcrsity of Maine.
Other events included a telescope
workshop, two showings of -The Sky
Tonight" at the I:Maine planetarium.
and a lecture by David Bat uski, assis-
tant professor of physics and
' astronomy end-the distvverer-of the .
largest object in the universe, a 700
.million light-year string of galaxies.
by Dave Maclachlan
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LIFE IS YOUR MOST
VALUABLE POSSESSION
PASS IT ON
Of all the rahes you could
leave to p•or family. the
most precious is the gift of
life Your bequest to
American Heart Association
i!% !ht pricrles.s. legacy
.h upporting research. into
' heart disease prevention
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about 450  words.
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purposes, a name,
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company all letters.
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*Questions
Question number 4: Will it bother
you that the hockey team, maybe not
so important in t he_ Big 10 scheme of
things with football and basketball.
is the BTOC. (Big Team on Campus)?.
Question number 5: Do riu have,
any daughters? (just kiddihs)
UMaine has had several --Coaches -
conk and go in the last decade.' but
1 doubt if anyone
tis sc poi as a breeding ground-Of
Division 1 coaches.
1 k'now that I don't.
Ibiot that I'm asking Lichtenberg to
bang .around for .my children to see
continued from page 91
I have any), but the stability clues-
lion is an important one • .
But all these questions will go by
the wayside of you do onething, Tom.
Just win, baby, as Al Davis said,
and I hope that you do.
Dan junior journalism
me:Jac from Prrsque Isle who always
liked ;watching the Ohio State-
Michigan games growsag up and
hopes Toni Lichtenberg can develop
that kind of rivalry with someone else
before he leaves- UMaine.
Calgary tops Los Angeles 5-2
to take a 3-0 lead in series
IN-GtEwoop, (-AP),-'- Doug
Gilmour scored twice in a 2:43 span late
Angeles rally ast he Calgary Flarnesbeat
°the !Sings 5-2 Saturday night to move
'a. within onciame of sweeping the Smythe
Disision finals. •
he Flames can wrap up a berth in the •
Campbell! Conference finals against
v. ither Chicago or St. Louis with a vic-
tory in Game 4 at the Forum Monday
-night.
Gilmour who scored the winning goal
in overtime of Game 1 and had two
• goals in Game 2, scored on the. Flames'
first shot of the third period, a screened
25-foot backhander past Kelly tirudey
with 6:16 left to make the score 34.
Steve K.asper.-came right back for the
Kings. swatting a rebound past Mike
Vernon_just 55 secondslater.
But Joe Mullen stole the pick and got
-to--Gilmoiti, who beat Ftruderfrom
-basTai the dicks wittra *Mt thol with
3:33 to play for, his fifth goal of the
series. Mullen, who missed much of the
first two periods after being hit in the
mouth by Ken Baumgartner, closed the
door on the Kings by scoring with 2:35
left.
Vernon shut out the Kings through the
first•two periods, but Tom laid law gase
LosirAngeles life-by scoring 47 seconds
into the third. Laidlaw took a pass from
Wayne Gtetzky and ripped a 25-foot slap
shot from the kit circle past Vernon.
. The Kings had only 10 shots on goal
before laidlaw scored, but took the first
II shots of the final period before
GiifflOil Cs first goal. *-
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-why men are more sexually
aroused when they are drunk
than sober?
-(and why women tend to
have the headaches?)
-which positions are better
than others for more
stimulation?
-How to make your own (or your
partner's) orgasms last
longer?
-how to tell a lover that you
"just want to be friends"?
Sandra Caron
his the answers.
Find out answers
to questions
Ilk. These in her
wee* column:
Sex Matters
S.
12 The DalIv Marne Campu.s. fonday. April 24. 1989.
•••
Nom I data
systerns
THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON
SPECIAL UWE
CONGRATULATIONS
...BUT BEFORE YOU GO
REMEMBER THIS IS YOUR
LAST CHANCE TO TAKE A
ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS
INDUSTRY STANDARD
COMPUTER SYSTEM WITH YOU
PRICING!
40-50% OFF RETAIL PRICE • GREAT PERFORMANCE • GREAT PRICE
ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS HONORS THE
GRADUATING CLASS OF 1989 WITH THIS
CAREER MOVING OFFER
• FOR N1( /RE INFORMA11ON. PLEASE CONTACT:
/ MICROCOMPUTER
RESOURCE CENTER
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER
11 SHIBLES HALL. UM .
(207) 581-2510
American Exprms. ISA Master(ard Credit Cards Accepted
 •
datamar_ _ jrN
4,40#81-11.:Til __ systems
I HE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON•
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Boggs-Tower similarities raise questions
Are the sports pages destined to resemble "Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous?"
by Jonathan Rowe
The .Chnstsan Science Monitor •
BOSTON — Wade Boggs, the
ballplayer, and John Tower, the former
senator, have a few things in common
these days. .
Their personal affairs have been
spread- before the public in embarrass-
ing detail. Since neither is the most
popular man in his respective circle, their
discomforts have caused few tears.
Most impottant, wporters knew about
their derelictions—to some degree at
least—long before the public did.
Tales of Tower's late-night escapades
had circulated through Washington for
stars. Boston's baseball writers didn't all
know about Margo Adams, the Red Sox
star's traveling mistress, who sued him
‘, for S12 million and then told the
seemly tale in Penthouse magazine.
But s no secret that, as Michael
Gee of the Boston Herold puts it. "Wade
Boggs was one of the -Ingiegasers
around." - • -
The press didn't point the first finger
in either case. Still, the resulting media
sideshows raise a question that sport-
swriters. like political writers, are having
to confront_When do personal matters
become public business?
In the Boggs case. the answer was easy.
"When your ex-girlfriend sues you for
SI2 million bucks," Gee observes.
Palimony suits aside, the stock answer
is that pe-sonal matters become public
when they affect public duties. It sounds
quite upst. nding.
But in practice it doesn't alwass mean
much. Whel reporters spied on Gary
Hart's Capit.,I Hill town house during
the presiden•ial primaries. nobody
' claimed the candidate's roving eye had '
made him ineffective as senator trom
Colorado--onl that it might affect his
tertormance as. president.
in Boggs' case; the thread was even .
thinner.' The..‘ix Itirlt Times reported
that the third baseman actually hit het-
iv.. when Adams as with him on the
70,1,
- Ai. whit tea es retorter.. as cot.. -
fused as eservone eic Tne snorts page
arr &treads .deanng %, n es-crytning Ito;.
.:ontrac: souabbies :0 drugs. Arc trie
Jestined to mimic 'TV • "Lifestsies of the
kin and Famous- weir'
"It's not an accident thai (the stan-
dard) is changing in politics at the same
time it's changing in sports," said Ron
Rappaport, a writer for the Los Angeles
Daily News and commentator for Na-
tional Public Radio. "We are all dealing
with this."
In the past, reporters almost always
kept quiet about a player's off-field
beha% ior. Babe Ruth's libidinous, adven-
tures were well know to writers who
traveled with the Yankees, just as John
F. Kennedy's were to "the boys on the
bus." Most writers aren't eager for
change.
"It's a nightmare " said Bob Ryan,
basketball writer of the Boston Globe,
speaking of his response when a player's
personal life explodes on his beat. "Your
first 'instinct is, 'Getz. do I hase to deal
with this?"
"As far as most reporters are concern-
ed," adds Frederick Klein of the Wall
Street Journal, "a guy's private life is his
own business."
Then, too, asking a 300-pound defen-
sive tackle to comment on, say, an ex-
tramarital relationship is not one of life's
more enviable tasks.
And reporters who cover a parucular
sports team or government agency tent
to see the world from that standpoint.
"They become more loyal to the institu-
tion they- cover than they are to their
readers," says Bob Sales, sports editor
of the Boston Herald.
The threat of libel suits is another
reason reporters generally wait until a
stors comes out throught other means.
But the biggest worry by far is that of
exile. Reporters who tattletnay never get
an inter% less again. "You write this once
and that's the end." Rappaport said.
"You'd find Ourself completely cut off
from your sources."
On the other hand, some think
athletes with multi-million-dollar eon-
traCts-should be treated as celebratiet.
"Their social lises are Yers in-
teresting," said Sales, Which left 'no
Margo angle unexplored. "They are
gossip, colum.n_items. And if they .do
nizarre tilings we nave vt)! to report OU
min,,
 issue - i•
oserbiown "MO; of tnese guys don':
nave anything. t(. sas Sales said.
reterring to vapid csuestions of the
Dr.. REconOs
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inventor\ must he
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Hit CD's -$12.99 each or 2 for $25.00
Mid-line CD's - just $10.00 each.
All new LP's & Cassettes • A buck off
regular price
Used LP's - Buy 4, get a 5th FREE
Sale RUNS fROM Apnil 24 ttinu Apnil 29
Dr. Records
20 Main St.. Orono
866-7874
"great-game-out-there-tonight" kind
that reporters generally get in post-game
interviews.
And if a reporter does burn his
bridges? "We'll get another guy down
there (in the locker room)," Sales said.
The growing social distance between
writers and athletes may be pushing
things in this direction. In the old days,
the two groups would pal around on
train rides. Thes made similar incomes
and shared a roguish male world.
Today, by contrast, ballplayers drive to
work in BMWs. They live insulated lives
and sometimes won't even deal with the
press.
"When a guy ig-ttiffing you on a ques-
tion like, 'Was that a curve ball or
what?" said Gee, "your inclination to_
bust his chops on a question like, 'Who
was that lady I saw you with last night?' 
-
goes way up. "
Newspaper competition in cities like
New York and Boston (where the Herold
is making a feisty challenge to the
Globe) is another pressure in this direc-
tion. Ryan said, "I resent the fact that
it's come to this, but it has come to
this. "
Counters Sales, "Why should the
Boston Red Sox be any different than the
Rolling, Stones?"
10C1 says Johnson will be
allowed to compete in '92
BARCELONA, Spain (AP) — Ben
Johnson would be welcome to compete
- in the 1992 Olympics even though he was .
caught using_ steroids at the Games in
Seoul last summer, the head of the In-
ternational Olympic Committee said
Sunday.
10C President Juan Antonio
Samaranch said Johnson must be treated
'like any other athlete," despite being
involved-brute biggest drug scandal in
Olympic history.
"Johnson was treated like any other
athlete in Seoul when we suspended
him." Samaranch said. "Now, we have
to do the same. ... He must not get more
sanctions because he is Johnson. This is
not fair."
Asked if he would like to see Johnson
back in Olympic competition.
Samaranch replied. "Why not?"
Samaranch spoke as the IOC's Ex;
ecutive Board prepared to open four
days of meetings in this S
city,where the 1992 Games
Nothing dramatiC, was o
although the bolted
discuss the problem of who will be able
to play in the Olympic soccer tourna-
ment in Barcelona.
FIFA. soccer's worldwide governing-
tiod!.. wants to limit eligibilty for the
ADVERUSING
IN the
Pally
Maine Campus
really works!
CALL: 581-1273
after I Al Mon-Fri •
Olympic tournament to players 2; years
and younger, in. part to protect its
multimillion-dollar World Cup The
.IOC is pressing for broader elig:bility.
Samaranch said recently that a deci-
sion must come by late this year. rhere
was no indication that a final des ision
would be taken at these meetings
Thursday, the board will hold a oint
meeting with the Association of Inter-
national Summer Sports Federations,
which make up the Summer Games.
Samaranch said the IOC would press he
federations to adopt uniform drug-
testing policies, as it did at a similar mee-
mg a year ago.
The IOC has spent-much time .pro-
moting anti-doping progradts over the
past two years and the effort -has-
heightened since last September, when
Johnson had tested positive for
stanozolol, a banned -Stertild, and dis-
qualified him from the Games and strip-
ped him 'ofthe gold medal and the latest
world-record clocking.
The International Aznatetir Athletic
Federation, track and field's 'governing
body, later disqualified . Johnson from, 
international competition for two years.
. Johnson still holds the. 'world
100-meter record of 9.83. set in the l9'
World Championships at Rotr.-.-
216,
•
„as-
”
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*Baseball 
Gari, Redua singled off Mike Maddux
to open the eighth, Lind sacrificed and
Rey.nolcis hit a game-tying double off
Steve Bedrosian, 1-2. Bonilfa followed
with a home run.
Easley, 1-0, allowed - one hit in two
scoreless innings for his first victory
since April 20, 1987, against the NeW
York Mets.
Rangers 4, Blue Jays l'
----TORONTO (AP). — Nolan' Ryan
caineWithin two outs of his sixth career
no-hitter, loaiNris-when Nelson Liriano
tripled in the ninth inning-Sunday as the Reds 5-2.
Texas Rangers beat the Toronto-bluejays Danny Jackson, 1-4, allowed pine hits
4-1. ' • four runs in seven innings.
Ryan finished with his 10th lifetime
one-hitter. He had been untouchable
_ til Liriano tripled.
Ryan was attempting to become the
_
oldest pitcher tO' throw a no-hitter. Ryan.
42,- would have surpassed Cy Young.-
who did it at 41 in-1908.
RA4-stnickMtt 12 and walked _
three in his 275th Career victory.
Todd Stottletnyre, 0-2, took the loss.
Ruben Sierra hit aIwo-run Isomer in the'
first inning,and Steve Buechele hit a two-
run double in the fourth.
- 
Expos 9;taiiitaals 3
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Spike Owen had
three hits and drove in-three runs and
Hubie Brooks homered Sunday aS teh-
Montreal Expos beat the St.-Louis Car-
dinals 9-3.
Montreal ha.' 15 hits off, foe Car-
dinals' pitchers, i..duding four doubles
and two triples. Tio RAMC'S had three
hits and scored two runs.
Bryn Smith.  2-0, gave up file hits and 
struck out. two in seven innings. Joe
Hesketh fibished the- combiried
seven-hitter. '
Cris Carpenter, 0-1, gave up three runs
and six hits in 41/4 innings.-'
St. Louis Shortstop Ozzie Smith com-
mitted his third error of the week:7
•••
Astros S. Reds 2 ,•
CINCINNATI (AP) — Glenn Davis
hit a two-run. , homer Sunday as the
Houston Astros defeated the Cincinnati
Ekob.Knepper, 1-3, gave up four hits
over 6' innings.
Knepper swami-it-B*4u with one out
in the sixth and - pinch-hitter Joel
Youngblood singled. bri4ing on Larti
Anderson. Barry Larkin's grounder
scored and shortstop Racal
RamirciLthmwing stoat on_thc play_
scored Youngblood, pulling the Reds to
4-2.
Anderson pitched 23'S inning of one-
hit ;relief for his first save of the season.
Mariners IS White So% 6
CHICAGO (AP) — Scott Bradley hit
a three-run doubk keying a five-run first
inning Sunday that sent_ the Seattle
Mariners- over the Chicago White Sox
10-6.
Bradley later added a run-scoring
double as Seattle got 10 hits off six
pitchers.
Steve Trout. I-1. gave up one earned
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• ROBERT CRAY
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411. SEATS RIIIIMIVED CHAIM' In MOM tab.4.11111.1 _ Aolokoo..F...ii1.8811.118p& I and IA logo
~woe Mom VonsoCasoloriniKADA
MAINE CENTER FOR THtARTS•Ureversory Mom Ousa• ,MIN
run in five innings.
Shawn Hilluas. 0-2. retired  only_two_
of eight* batters in the first inning.
Harold Reynolds led off the game with
a triple and scored on a single by Henry
Crotto.
Alvin Davis walked,, Ken Griffey Jr.
hit an R/1.1 single and Edgar ',,,Iartinez
-walked, loading the bases. Bradley
doubled -into the right-field corner:,
finishing Hillegas. .
Seattle got two runs Tin the third
against Steve Rosenberg for a 7-1 lead.
Jeffrey Leonard talked. Darned Coles
hit a rim-scoring double and Martinez
added a sacrifice fly.
(continued from page 8)
Tigers II, Brewers 3
MILWAUKEE (API -- Pat Sheridan 
hit a two-run hoilier as the Detroit .
Tigers got 14 hits Sunday and pounded
the Milwaukee Brewers 11-3.
Detroit took advantage of three ár-
rots. 'two by rookie shortstop Gary Shef-
. field, and also scored on a wild pitch.
''Paul Gibson, 1-0, pitched-3 vi innings
for the victory.' Guillermo Hernandez
went`2 'A innings- for his third save.
Sheridan hit a home run and scored
on a wild pitch.by Don August, 1-4, in'
the fourth. Sheridan singled and came.
home during a-rundown for a 4-1 1ep-'
Classified ads get results!
HELP WANTED
•
ARTIST- _Cartoon and wash drawings
irst class rria' ft-wanted Steady Kansas
-City -Slide Co. ITTS-Xentral IThis ad
placed in the Kansas City Star-on Jan 1-51
1920 was answered by Walt Dhriey. his
firs,t cartooning lob )
A HIGH GRADE YOUNG MAN for office
position requiring some bookkeeping
experience A fine opportunity fot. right
applicant Frank Swan 404 Harrison
iThrs ad placed nr A C Sparkplug Co
in the Flint, Michigan Journal. April 23
1914. was answered by Harkowe Curthe,
later President of General Whorl)
WATO•iMakER wort reterentes who can
furnish oohs State age experience. and
Wan, t 39_Darty News; 3.this
ad pLefed by Richard Sears sir Chicago
Daily fews1, April 1 1807- was answered
by AI ah Roebuck •
MEAL wanted for hazardous iourney•
Smelt *ages, bitter cold, constant
danger, safe cohort doubtful Honor
recognition en case ciriuqpsi Address.
E,14 Shackleton. Box 100 '-iTtits British
classified ad appeared in 1900. -
min for Antarctic expedition Explorer
Shackleton, was swamped %riffs ,1101:4Ka
tions
For more idonnotion:
contact the Atkertising Deportment at 581-1273
- - • —irCr.e.C- 41. "...C>CleorAir,CMCZ:MMIC
J1J,tafl.LbJ i19.1)t1l 1.1.e.e.D.f1)
fbls !AIL!. i•.E.0.1Itls 411/11
C.W.L1)
s bid Mk a:11'1210i b lit I i• tis 4122
ta,L1
Penobscot Terrace Apartments
Now renting 5 bedroom
townhouse apartments.
$685 per month.
includes heat and hot water.
1/2 mile from the UM campus
Call 866-7414
and leave a message for Mrs. Strawn
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SDIX APRIL 25
THREE QUESTIONS
WILL BE PUT UP FOR VOTE IN A
STUDENT REFERENDUM
A. New Student Center
1. . We. the student body of the University of Maine. hereby resolve to institute a f& entitled the New Student Center Construction Fee. for the
construction of a facilit): •
A. Whose.titteVinetude the phrase Student ('enter: 
.
B. Whose primaty`prpose shall be to serve the needs of the student body of the University of Maine:
C.. Whose conception shall be made by a governance board, whose student members shall contain no less than one more than half to v,ork in
conjunction with the-director of said student center, and shall Maintain
allocaiion of space, policy.- and-procedures effecting use of facility.
D. Whose operation shOuld make every effort to be financed to the
greatest extent possible by revenues generated from the,
F activities and operation of the facility itself.
2.. Such fee shall be utilized to cOver not more than one-half the
of-theconstruction of the facility.. where'
A. Said fee shall not ekceed fifty dollars ($50.00) per academic
semester:
I. The fee will be implemented in three stages:
$20.00 per semester 1st year.
,S30.00,per semester 2nd year.
Remainder not to exceed fifty dollars per %e.rnestcr
- -iliereatter-f-ttniel-vetportiction cost is-complete&
B. Said fee is to be_enacted tijxm or after the date ot tsuance
of a_Statement of Acceptance b) the University of Maine to all
. terms stated herein, made.within one calendar year of the date of .
acceptance-of this Resolution by referendum.
s.
operation.
STUNAT CENTER
Ltr7 JECTIOIML V;Ei.
. B. Communication Fee
1:— The student-body inCrea.' se.the communication fee by $2.(X) to support ASAP in the publication of the Campus Crier. (The Student Weekly Calen- .
dari. The Prism -Yearbook, and other publications including Whetstone, Greek Beat, and Womens Center Newsletter through ASAP which will be
. L
t
-C
restructured fn a cooperative Student- vemure. 
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(7. Student Activity Fee
increse the Student Activity Fee from t 17.50 to $20.00. This_increase in funds will go hall1 groups and clubs that are now being funded by-the
activity fee.
These groups include:
[ Student Government
r Association of Graduate Students
1" off carniius Board
Residents on Campus
Student Legal Service
University of Maine Fraternits Board.
• Panhelknic Counil
ArnencurCongress on Surs es and Mapping
AE Rho
Accounting Club
,..,..,..,.. ..,..,..,..,
Maine Woodsmen Team
SAF Forest Resources Club
Scuba Diving Club
-Senior.Skull Society..
Sophmore Owls
UM Photo ClUb •
Wikkstein
Women's Center
Bumstock 
At Maine Women
Arrierican Marketing Association
Arnold Air'SocietY.
('Irt:le K.
lwonomk: Student Awl( iatn;n -
Forest Fire Attack Team
International Affairs Club
• Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
Maine Outing Club
,Maine Peace Action Committee
The Daily Milne Canipus. Monday. Apra 24, 19419.
NVale CANDY
OFFERS
•
PLUS:
• video cassette
players (2)
• free C-tissettes (10)
• boxers (10)...
• t-shirts (10)
• Nestle candy (15)
Enter your quiz at the Ne-§tle IfotfutfsE WI-coming
April 26th win and fly free anywhere in the continental U.S.
Quizzes available atporticipattn9 retail outlets, posters around campus,
school newsfi.-e,cand_
estre
liblitElitE
Place: Memorial Union, South Stevens
Time: 10:00 a.m. 4:00 p.m.
Drawing for prizes 2:0Q p.m.
--
,
